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Covid-19 Policy 
 
Covid-19 Policy: 
Live Life Adventure Ltd, will put the safety of the participants and staff first. The activities undertaken 
will at all points operate within the current advice and recommendations from the Government.   
 
Accountable persons:  
Glenn Hemsley and Elizabeth Orchard. 
 
Overall Approach 
Live Life Adventure limited will endeavor to 

 Keep upto date with the current Gov.uk advice.  Accept and plan that the Government is 
currently warning that measures can be increased as well as relaxed in response to local situations.   

 Be understanding. Remember, that all families have different circumstances and have been 
affected by the Virus in different ways.  

 Reduce the risk as far as possible. Provide risk assessments in an open and understandable way.  
Covid-19 will be part of all activities for the foreseeable future, and we can only work at reducing 
the risk to an acceptable level. 

 Make sure we have all the facts. We will actively take advice from others, changing our risk 
assessment dynamically in response to new information. Continue to take part in activity provider 
training and accept that Covid-19 is with us until a vaccine is found. 

 Offer alternative options for every participant.  For any participant who has had their planned 
dates deferred, we will continue to offer options to try to ensure that we facilitate their success.   

 Support the Government policies to contain the Virus. If track and trace, or symptoms mean 
participants are making a choice to attend or self-isolate, we understand that this potentially will 
be a short notice decision.  To encourage participants to make the decision to self-isolate we will 
continue to try to offer future dates to achieve their DofE expedition. 

 Staffing. If we find our staff need to self-isolate and are unable to attend, we will cover with 
freelance outdoor instructors who are suitably qualified.  
 

 
Live Life Adventure Ltd will monitor and conduct a review post all activities to ensure we are meeting 
our policy.  
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